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Abstract

The JRC (Joint research Centre) carries out research in a wide variety of fields. Located
across five sites throughout the EU, seven research institutes work in the areas of agricul-
ture and food security, energy and transport, environment and climate change, health and
consumer protection, information society, safety and security, innovation and growth, mea-
surements and standards, and nuclear safety and security.
The research related to biodiversity and ecosystem services

Objectives : To develop a consistent coordinated framework, based upon integration, avail-
able knowledge and multi-sectoral models and databases, (1) for the support to policies
(assessment, monitoring and forecasting) concerning biodiversity and ecosystems services,
(2) to improve coordination between the different thematic areas (forest, freshwater, agricul-
ture, nature protection, soils, alien species, marine biodiversity), (3) to support European
working groups and global initiatives by regular inputs and attendance (ISG Biodiversity,
WG MAES, WG RPF, WG NNL, CBD-COP, IPBES, GEO BON, etc), (4) to address the
response and synergies between available data and modelling infrastructures in the JRC
(DOPA, EFDAC, WISE, Soil data centre, EASIN, etc) and the link to the EEA - BISE.

Biodiversity loss and ecosystem services degradation are critical threats to economic, so-
cial, cultural and physical wellbeing. Halting such loss is central to the EU Biodiversity
Strategy to 2020.
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As the European Commission’s in-house science service, the Joint Research Centre’s mission
is to provide EU policies with independent, evidence-based scientific and technical support
throughout the whole policy cycle.
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